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1 Is it better to travel alone or with companions?

It is better to travel with companions because we can always talk to someone / it is safer / it is more fun.
It is better to travel alone because nobody complains / we can do whatever we want / we can follow our own
pace.
 

2 What does Poland offer tourists?

Poland offers tourists magnificent landscapes / the Baltic Sea with its wide, sandy beaches, beautiful
mountains and many lakes / hospitability / good cuisine / reasonable prices.
 

3 How can we travel cheaply?

In order to travel cheaply we can hitchhike / use blabla car / search for cheap holiday offers on the Internet /
we can spend nights in hostels or tents.
 

4 How should we travel responsibly and safely?

In order to travel responsibly we should plan our journey well / should buy insurance / should travel with
companions / should avoid dangerous places / should check the weather forecast.
 

5 What problems can we encounter while on holiday?

We can encounter many problems while on holiday. We can be sick / can have food poisoning / can
experience bad weather / can lose our money and passport / may get lost / may have problems with our car /
may miss our flight / can get sunburnt. 
 

6 What can people do not to get bored during their holidays?

In order not to get bored during our holidays we need great company / we should have an interesting book
with us / we should try to meet new people / we ought to try new sports / we should try to visit as many
places as possible.
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7 Would you like to go on a trip round the world? Why? Why not?

Yes, I would like to go on a trip round the world because I would learn a lot of new things / I would experience
new cultures / I would make new friends / I would become more independent and tolerant.
 
No, I would not like to go on a trip round the world because it is dangerous / it takes too much time / it
requires a lot of planning / it costs a fortune.
 

8 Do you like to spend your holidays with your family? Why? Why not?

Yes, I like spending holidays with my family because it is fun / I feel safer / I do not have to worry about
anything / my parents pay for everything and I don’t need to spend my pocket money.
 
No, I don’t like spending holidays with my family because my parents are overprotective / holidays with my
family are boring / because I prefer spending time with my peers.
 

9 Do you often use guidebooks when you travel? Why? Why not?

Yes, I use guidebooks because they have accurate maps / they have beautiful pictures / they have useful
information about places worth seeing.
 
No, I do not use guidebooks because they are too heavy to carry / they are expensive / I like to visit and
experience new places on my own without any guidance.
 

10 Would you like to spend your holidays abroad? Why? Why not?

Yes, I would love to spend holidays abroad because I love visiting new places / I would be able to spend my
holidays in a place where good weather is guaranteed / I would be able to polish up on my English / I would be
able to try the local cuisine. 
 
No, I would not like to spend my holidays abroad because I am afraid of terrorist attacks / holidays abroad are
very expensive / I am scared of diseases / there is still a lot to see in Poland.
 


